
My Golf Buddy’s 

12 Gifts of Christmas for the Golfer Who Has Everything

Are  you  searching  for  that  perfect  Christmas  gift  for  the  golfing  boss  or  special  loved  one? 
MyGolfBuddy.com’s 12 Gifts of Christmas for the Golfer Who Has Everything has hand selected 12 gifts 
you can put under the tree that any golfer would love to open this Christmas season.  

You will look like a Christmas present genius when any one of these obscure golf gifts is unveiled. 
Like Santa, check this list twice.  It’s a compilation of cool technologies and the hottest products in golf  
today ensuring your Christmas Gift will not be forgotten. 

This Christmas list doesn’t include your typical golf shirt or shoes.  All 12 gifts are unique in the 
golf world and even the most avid golfer probably doesn’t have one item on this list.  For example, cure 
the golfer in your life’s dreaded “Death Grip” with the LeviTee Glove.  The LeviTee glove, with Finger 
Separation Technology (FST), has pads between the fingers that help reduce tension resulting in better 
contact  which  can  increase  distance.                                 

Have you heard enough stories about the critical putt that didn’t go in?  The Point N Putt Putter is 
what you want under the tree.  This putter, with alignment technology, is proven to significantly improve 
alignment by independent tests conducted by Sam PuttLab.  

Additional  gifts  on  the  MyGolfBuddy list  include  the  Krank Driver,  the  authority  in  distance 
drivers,  the  SwingBox,  home driving  range,  and  Polara  Golf’s  illegal  golf  balls  that  fly  up  to  75% 
straighter than any ball on the market.  The perfect present for the golfer who is just looking to have fun.
     

Gifts are priced as low as $12.50.  Four of the 12 Gifts of Christmas are under $25 and all gifts  
ordered on MyGolfBuddy.com before Christmas includes FREE SHIPPING!  You can also find today’s 
hottest  golf products including the Taylor Made R11 and newest Mizuno irons all  priced to save you 
money this holiday season.  
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The 12 Gifts of Christmas for the Golfer Who Has Everything

For The First Gift of Christmas 
THE CD-AUDIOBOOK OF ZEN GOLF: MASTERING THE MENTAL GAME by Dr. Joe Parent

 One of Golf Digest Magazine’s “Top Ten” mental game experts in the world.

Why are we recommending an Audio Book? Because it’s the best gift you can give to the golfer in 
your life. It’s proven that with this gift they will enjoy the game they love even more. Thousands and 
thousands of golfers already use it to play with less frustration, more confidence, and lower scores!

Dr. Joe Parent is a PGA Tour Instructor who has helped major champions Vijay Singh and Cristie 
Kerr reach #1 in the World Rankings. He’s a best-selling author --  ZEN GOLF: Mastering the Mental  
Game has sold over a quarter-million copies worldwide!  Reading is great but the audio book is like 
having Dr. Joe in your home or car at all times, because the audio book is in his own voice, reading ZEN 
GOLF  to you. The ability to listen to him on the way to the course is powerful and the improvement 
golfers  will  gain  from  applying  his  techniques  is  amazing.                       

The best players in the world know that golf is a game of confidence and concentration–the ability 
to focus and block out distraction.  In this highly original, groundbreaking book, Dr. Joe uses the natural 
connection between Eastern mindful awareness and Western sports psychology to show golfers how to 
calm themselves down, get out of their own way, and play their best golf all the time.  Get the First Gift of  
Christmas on MyGolfBuddy.com for only $24.99 and includes FREE SHIPPING.       

     

For The Second Gift of Christmas 
THE LEVITEE GLOVE WITH FINGER SEPARATION TECHNOLOGY

Why the  LeviTee  glove?   Three  words,  Finger  Separation  Technology (FST)!   LeviTee  Golf 
Gloves patented design places foam pads between the fingers (FST) which will reduce wear and tear and 
help eliminate tension commonly called the “Death Grip”, a fault of most golfers.  Finger Separation 
Technology  also  alleviates  fatigue  in  the  hands  and  arms.                                 

The LeviTee Glove is made of Cabretta Leather offering incredible feel and traction.  The top area 
of the glove is made of a Flex Fit Lycra material which enhances comfort while increasing breathe-ability.  
LeviTee was recently USGA approved and makes for a great stocking stuffer.  Get the Second Gift of 
Christmas on MyGolfBuddy.com for as little  as $12.50 plus FREE SHIPPING.                    

For The Third Gift of Christmas 
TOURMARK PUTTER GRIP WITH A BUILT IN BALL MARKER – LOUDMOUTH STYLE! 

Why is TourMARK a special putter grip?  Golfers carry ball markers on their hats, divot tools, and 
golf gloves but now you are guaranteed to have a ball marker with you every time you go to the green.  
TourMARK Putter Grips offer a high performance putter grip that includes a powerful rare-earth magnet 
which holds a ball marker securely in place within the grips end cap.   Available in 2 sizes (standard and 
jumbo),  the  proficient  design  of  TourMARK’s  putter  grip  provides  effortless  player  functionality  and 
convenience  on  the  greens.                                      

Perfect for golfers at all levels, the grips are offered in a variety of popular Loudmouth patterns 
including  Captain  Thunderbolt,  Black Shagadelic,  and Pink  & Black Argyle.   TourMARK's  enhanced 
putter grip design is one of the most exciting, unique and practical golf products on the market today and 
the partnership with Loudmouth Golf and their unique patterns makes this a colorful and exciting stocking 
stuffer. The Third Gift of Christmas is on MyGolfBuddy.com starting at $18.95 plus FREE SHIPPING. 



 For The Fourth Gift of Christmas 
PRO COMPRESSION SOCKS

Are all socks created equal?  Not even close.  Pro Compression Socks are the ideal under-ankle 
compression sock for golfers.  The lightweight construction and stabilizer zone design increases comfort 
and provides support you can feel while keeping you dry during the hottest rounds. The compression 
benefits include increased blood flow and quicker recovery time, perfect for the golfer who loves to walk. 
Compression socks are worn by elite athletes and triathletes worldwide and come in a variety of brilliant 
colours.   The Fourth Gift of Christmas is on MyGolfBuddy.com for $19.95 for two pair  plus  FREE 
SHIPPING.

For The Fifth Gift of Christmas 
BALANCE CERTIFIED AMT COUNTER BALANCE WEIGHTS 

What is a Balance Certified Weight?  In 1999, Former NASA engineers discovered that a counter  
balance weight/back weighting system could drastically improve distance off the tee, stabilize and tune 
putters,  and  give  added  spin  and  control  to  irons  and  wedges.   Balance  Certified  Counter  Balance 
Weighting System is a tour proven technology and available to the consumer in simple do it yourself kits. 
Independent robot testing concluded that these weights can improve a golfer’s dispersion pattern by 22 
yards and increase distance by almost 8 yards. By adding weight to a putter golfers experience a smoother 
stroke  with  more  control.                                      
                

Balance Certified Weights are easy to install and will make any club feel and perform better than 
ever before.  This technology is a hidden secret that many tour players, past and present, have known for 
years but is rarely shared with the common golfer.  The Fifth Gift of Christmas is on MyGolfBuddy.com 
for  $59.95  and  includes  all  the  installation  tools  and  of  course  FREE  SHIPPING.             

For The Sixth Gift of Christmas 
SNAG GOLF PLAYER PACKS  

What is SNAG Golf you ask?  SNAG is an acronym for Starting New At Golf and contains all the 
elements of golf  but in a modified form.  Golf legend Jack Nicklaus has recently decided to put his 
considerable clout behind a proposal to form golf leagues using SNAG equipment around the country. 
Falling somewhere between miniature golf  and regulation golf  SNAG allows for  full  shots,  pitching, 
chipping and putting.                     

SNAG is great for entry level golfers and any age group can play, perfect for inexpensive family 
fun.  Play indoors and outdoors, at the beach, in the snow, on the grass, or asphalt, it’s portable, so you can 
make the world your course.  SNAG Players Packs are what you need to play and come in three sizes, 26,  
30  and  34  inches.                                                  

Player Packs include two durable SNAG clubs, a Roller (putter) and Launcher (9 iron loft), three 
SNAG Balls (colored tennis balls), a Launch Pad, a Flag Sticky (portable golf hole) and a carry bag to 
hold everything in.  SNAG is a fun game that is easy to learn and can be played anywhere by every  
member of the family.   The Sixth Gift  of Christmas is on MyGolfBuddy.com for $99.95 plus  FREE 
SHIPPING.                      
       



For The Seventh Gift of Christmas 
MONKEY BAR STORAGE 

Are you tired of looking at a garage full of bags and clubs?  Monkey Bar Storage is the solution to 
golf club storage and a clean garage.  This is the most versatile golf bag rack on the market and only takes 
15 minutes to install.  Monkey Bar Storage racks will secure 6 Golf Bags off the garage floor giving you 
more valuable floor space.  The size or weight of the bags does not matter.  

This is the perfect golf storage solution for every golfer and a great gift idea for your local pro with 
the cluttered golf shop.  The Seventh Gift of Christmas is on MyGolfBuddy.com for $74.95 (large) plus 
FREE SHIPPING.

For The Eighth Gift of Christmas 
POINT N PUTT PUTTER WITH ALIGNMENT TECHNOLOGY  

Are you ready to make more putts?  Drive for show, putt for dough is the most accurate statement 
in golf but most golfers are not accurate with their alignment on the greens making it very difficult to sink 
putts.  The Point N Putt Putter is specifically designed for pin-point accuracy on the greens.  This putter 
has a polished silver directional pointer making it easy to see the singular focal point and accurately align 
the face to the target.  Sam PuttLab tests conducted on approximately 100 golfers has shown that the Point 
N Putt can dramatically increase putting scores. 

Golfers testing the Point N Putt putter vs. their own putter saw as high as 67% higher SAM 
PuttLab scoring and as high as an 80% consistency improvement.  Additional features include a larger 
than average grip and adjustable head weights allowing you to lighten or increase weight in the putter 
head.  Making putts is the vital to lower golf scores and a putt not properly lined up is nearly impossible to 
sink.  The Eighth Gift of Christmas is on MyGolfBuddy.com for $179.00 plus FREE SHIPPING.

For The Ninth Gift of Christmas 
THE KRANK GOLF DRIVER 

Looking for an extra 10-40 yards?  Krank Drivers are unquestionably the authority in distance 
drivers winning eight Open Division RE/MAX World Long Drive Championships including the previous 
three years.  Krank Golf Drivers have completely dominated the Sport of Long Drive Worldwide winning 
more Professional Long Drive events than any golf company in history.  

The new Krank Rage Black driver is engineered for pure speed and stability but they are not just  
for Long Drive Golfers.  Krank designs all their drivers for every golfer at any swing speed and all Krank  
drivers are USGA Conforming.  Krank Rage comes in Black or White head styles and is offered in lofts 
from 4 - 12 degrees.   The Ninth Gift  of Christmas is on MyGolfBuddy.com for $269.00 plus  FREE 
SHIPPING.           



For The Tenth Gift of Christmas 
COUNT YOGI® “PLATFORM TO PERFECTION ® © GOLF SYSTEM” & SELF-TRAINING KITS

There are many ways to swing a golf club but the lost art of Count Yogi is one method you must 
explore.  The Count Yogi ® self teaching and learning golf kit is the most powerful and simplest way to  
rapidly  improve  your  golf  game  today!                                      

This  incomparable  system  that  the  Count  (now  decease)  and  his  protégé,  Timothy  Nicholls 
developed in his last years is profound knowledge that the Count himself calls Creator Given.  Each of the 
components in your Self-Training Kit, the “Platform To Perfection” ® © (a special 2’x3’ training mat), 
your “Simple Set System” © instructional DVD along with your “Step By Step Usage Manual” ©, will 
easily  guide  you  to  your  desired  goals.                                             
                   

This golf swing is a true art form, a moving meditation, and certain to make the game of golf easier 
to play and enjoy for life.  Get the Tenth Gift of Christmas on MyGolfBuddy.com for $169.95 plus FREE 
SHIPPING.   

For The Eleventh Gift of Christmas
SWING BOX – PORTABLE INDOOR GOLF NET

The SwingBox home driving range is  an elegant solution to the traditional bulky golf net and 
allows you to take a full swing in the comfort of your own home.  Using REAL golf balls, SwingBox 
offers  golfers  a  lightweight,  innovative  home  hitting  solution  and  gives  you  VISUAL and  AUDIO 
feedback that provides a realistic hitting experience without having to go to the driving range.  

Rather  than  hitting  plastic  balls  around  the  house  or  yard  the  SwingBox  has  an  ingeniously 
compact indoor practice target that stops balls dead and returns them gently to your feet.  This product is 
ideal for warming up or working on swing mechanics and can fit it any room, garage, or yard.  Get the 
Eleventh Gift of Christmas on MyGolfBuddy.com for $435.00 plus FREE SHIPPING.                   

For The Twelfth Gift of Christmas 
12 ANTI-SLICE GOLF BALLS with POLARA’S SELF-CORRECTING TECHNOLOGY  

Is your golf loved one ready to play his best round ever?  Here’s your chance to make that happen.  
Polara’s patented dimple pattern results in up to 75% reduction in hooks and slices.   These accuracy golf 
balls have an aerodynamic dimple combination of shallow dimples around the equator, that establish a 
preferred spin axis, and deeper dimples on each pole, that reduce drag and enhance weight distribution.  

Similar to the preferred spin axis of a gyroscope, when a Polara ball is properly aimed the result is 
NO MORE SLICE and NO MORE HOOK.  Don’t forget these balls are non-conforming and are not 
allowed in any USGA sanctioned tournament, but who cares.  If you are playing in a company scramble 
and don’t want to embarrass yourself or want to have fun and see what it is like to play like a pro try a 
Polara ball.  Polara is so certain you will play better with their golf ball that they offer a money back 
guarantee!  Get the Twelfth Gift of Christmas on MyGolfBuddy.com for $34.95 (Master Trial Dozen) plus 
FREE SHIPPING.   




